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Download the United Heroes
application

You can also scan here. It will take you directly to the right place.



Sitel

Join the program
using your company code



Create your account

Once you have entered your company code, we ask you to 
create an account. This is an easy step, and you simply 
have to choose the registration method that suits you best. 

We use a single sign-on method that allows you to log in to all the experiences Sport Heroes designs 
with one account (that's why you see the Sport Heroes logo and not United Heroes at the top of the 
sign-up box).



Join your team

In the drop-down menus, you will find your team, created 
according to your company's organisation. It's intuitive 
and quick. 



Connect your Sport Heroes pedometer 
On  ANDROID

Walking is the first activity counted in the United Heroes app. To count your steps and convert them into activity points, it's easy: 
activate the pedometer on United Heroes.

Activez le podomètre de votre 
smartphone

Autorisez l’accès au podomètre pour 
l’application United Heroes avec votre 

compte Google



Connect your iPhone’s pedometer Grant access to Apple Health to the 
United Heroes app

Connect your Apple Health account 
On  iPhone

Walking is the first activity tracked in the United Heroes app. To count your steps and convert them to activity points, it's easy : sync 
Apple Health to United Heroes.



This section is for people using a third-party 
sports application and/or a connected watch.

Connecting your sports app will allow you to 
automatically sync your activities to United 

Heroes.

Add your favourite sports app
(if you use a sports app)

Each application has its own 
specific connection modeMORE INFORMATION



At the ❤ of United Heroes
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Dashboard 

The hardest part is done.

You will now discover your dashboard.

This is where you will see on a daily basis : 

- Your activities and the points you earn from them
- The challenges in which you participate
- Your ranking



Adding activity manually

You may have noticed, at the top left corner?

The + button 

This is where you can manually enter over sixty activities. 

From meditation, to crossfit, to gardening.

And each activity earns you points. 

⚠ PRECISION

Your daily steps are only counted via the pedometer, which is why it is 
important to synchronise it.  

VOIR LA LISTE DES 
ACTIVITÉS



Challenges

If there's one thing you can be proud of, it's taking on 
challenges. Well, bingo! On United Heroes, we offer you a 
quantity of sporting challenges that are beyond 
comprehension... It's a bit of an exaggeration, but we do 
them for all levels, all sports, solo, in groups, in smaller 
groups, for humanitarian causes and for your values.

Every week, follow your news so that you don't miss out on 
the new individual challenges but also the highlights of 
your company. 



Ranking

Sport without a little bit of competition is not as tasty, we 
agree. So for those who want to, you can challenge 
yourself every month in a general ranking. You will of 
course find your personal ranking but also that of your 
team.

A multitude of filters will allow you to select your interests and certainly find 
yourself at the top of the ranking.

🧠 Tip



Cheating is a known fact 
The advantage of manual activities is that they are very inclusive, so that everyone can participate. On the other hand, they do not 
aim to add false activities in order to gain points.

We are not going to give you a lecture on the fact that cheating is bad... But don't forget that the first person you lie to when you 
cheat is yourself. 

In order to limit these cases (rare, we assure you), we have set up automatic alerts to identify the users concerned and send them 
messages to dissuade them. In the event of proven and continuous cheating, our last resort is to suspend the user's account.

Our goal is to encourage you to engage in activities that make you feel good in a caring environment that respects yourself and 
others. 

KNOW MORE



Your team

United Heroes is designed to motivate you. But also to 
share.

You will find a messaging system to communicate with the 
other members of your team.

Encourage and motivate each other, the goal is to move 
forward together. 

You will find it in the Teams tab.  

👍

🔍



Explore

We offer you a wellness library.

Yes, the term is vast and that is why you will find :

- Hundreds of articles

on as many subjects as wellness includes 

- Dozens of coaching videos

Cardio, strengthening, yoga and stretching

- Replays of all the wellness workshops conducted by our 
experts

Everything you need to be in top form!



Public/private profile 
In order to limit the visibility of your profile and your activities to other users, you have the possibility to put your account in Private 
mode in the "More" menu.

Public profile Private profilePrivate button



User support

FAQ

Directly from your app, or on the site, 
check out our FAQ

To access it, go to your United Heroes 
app > More > Help.

Support

A dedicated team to answer your 
employees in case of need, accessible 
directly from their application. 

To access it, go to your United Heroes 
application > More > Help > Contact us

Are you curious? Do you have a question? You will find an 
FAQ and access to our support team directly from the 
"More" menu.



Better every day


